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School data I.E.S. Huelin 

Calle Tomás Echeverría, 2. C.P. 29002, Málaga 

(+34) 951 29 84 94 

29011539.edu@juntadeandalucia.es 

Location link on Google Maps: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/36.71059,-

4.42881/ies+huelin/@36.708017,-

4.4376843,16z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m9!4m8!1m1!4e1!1m5!1

m1!1s0xd72f78179ce9c97:0xd96f08d03d8b207!2m2!1d-

4.4360944!2d36.7042133 

Contact of the reference person(s) Headmaster: pepe.diaz@ieshuelin.com  

Teacher coordinating the programme: 

laura.jimenez@ieshuelin.com  

Education level Middle/High School (12-17 years old) 

Collaboration subjects of the 

language assistant 

 

Geography and History, Biology and Geology, Music, 

Physics and Chemistry, Technology, Physical Education, 

Philosophy and Spanish History 

Information about the town and 

the neighbourhood 

THE CITY 

     Málaga is the fifth most populated city in Spain. It is 

located in Andalucía (south of the Iberian Peninsula) and it 

has a population of almost 568,000 inhabitants. 

Whilst the Mediterranean Sea bathes the coastline of 

Málaga, the mountains of Málaga close ranks behind the 

city to form a barrier of peaks that protects it from the cold. 

The hottest months are July and August. December and 

February are usually the coldest. The average temperatures 

fall between a maximum of 22.8°C and a minimum of 

13°C.  

 

 

Consejería de Educación y Deporte 
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     Birthplace of Picasso, the vibrant cosmopolitan city of 

Málaga is blessed with sunshine and fantastic quality of 

life. The city provides lively nightlife, museums and 

exceptional seafood restaurants alongside wide boulevards, 

swaying palm trees and beautiful beaches. 

 

Promotional tourist video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIJAJvfJ4cg  

 

HUELIN NEIGHBOURHOOD 

     It gets its name from Eduardo Huelin Reissig, the 

neighbourhood’s designer who also made significant in-

vestments during the Industrial Revolution. It was once a 

working-class neighbourhood but, after the construction of 

Antonio Machado beachfront promenade and Huelin Park, 

it has become a renowned leisure area. 

     There are many leisure areas, sports facilities and parks 

for families to enjoy. Just as with almost all of Málaga 

coast, Huelin offers beach bars and restaurants where you 

can try pescaíto and other traditional dishes. 

Getting to school You can get to school on public transport (bus or metro) 

Website for bus lines and schedules: 

https://www.emtmalaga.es/es   

Metro website: https://metromalaga.es/  

Accommodation 

 

 

 

Links to (shared) rental websites 

https://www.idealista.com/  

https://www.fotocasa.es/es/  

https://www.milanuncios.com/anuncios-en-malaga/  

Contact with other language 

assistants 

Contact school for this information.  

 

Previous experiences with 

language assistants 

Websites 

https://chmntr.com/life-as-an-auxiliar-de-conversacion-

part-1/  

 

https://sites.google.com/iesvalledelazahar.com/bilingual/ou

r-language-assistants?authuser=0 

 

http://alinguistico.blogspot.com/2021/05/despedida-de-

nuestro-auxiliar-alex.html   
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